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to PhD students. Some colloquia are arranged well in advance
while others are organized when opportunity comes in a matter of
days. A way of sharing information about the colloquia is by
posting paper flyers, announcing the talks on a dedicated
department page, and sending e-mails to mailing lists and
colleagues. While this approach may work well in a small
university with well-positioned centers of expertise, it is not
efficient in the context of large universities and, especially, located universities where talks on a similar subject could be
organized by many different departments. This is what we are
dealing in Pittsburgh where two large research universities,
Carnegie Mellon and University of Pittsburgh are located within
15 minutes of walk from each other. To improve the awareness of
local researchers about relevant talks organized on both
campuses, our research team developed CoMeT, a collaborative
system for sharing information about research colloquia. The
system was launched in Fall 2009 as a typical collaborating
tagging system, which allows its users to announce, find,
bookmark, and tag talks (Fig. 1). Over the first year of its use, the
system gained some reasonable popularity. Over 750 talks were
posted to the system and most popular talks have been accessed
over 150 times.

ABSTRACT
The study reported in this paper is an attempt to improve contentbased recommendation in CoMeT, a social system for sharing
information about research colloquia in Carnegie Mellon and
University of Pittsburgh campuses. To improve the quality of
recommendation in CoMeT, we explored three additional sources
for building user profiles: tags used by users to annotate CoMeT’s
talks, partial content of CiteULike papers bookmarked by users,
and tags used to annotate CiteULike papers. We also compare
different tag integration models to study the impact of information
fusion on recommendations outcome. The results demonstrate that
information encapsulated in CiteULike bookmarks generally
helps to improve several aspects of recommendation. The addition
of tags by fusing them into keyword profiles helps to improve
precision and novelty of recommendation, but may harm systems
ability to recommend generally interesting talks. The effects of
tags and bookmarks appeared to be stackable.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search
and Retrieval - Information Filtering

Among our original goal was extending CoMeT with a
recommendation feature. Given a relatively short-lived nature of
colloquia, we focused on a content-based recommender, which
can build profile of interest of individual users and recommend
new talks immediately after their posting. The first version of our
recommender used a traditional keyword vector profiling
approach and considered talk abstract and title for profile
construction. This version debuted in early 2010 and was
explored by some frequent users of the CoMeT. However, the
impact of the recommender component was harmed by “undercontribution”, a common phenomenon of social systems [6].
While talks posted to the system were getting reasonable number
of hits, the number of bookmarks was too small. It caused a
lower-than-expected quality of recommendations. Worse, since
many users never bookmarked a talk, the system was not able to
generate any recommendation for them.

General Terms
Experimentation, Performance

Keywords
Recommendation System, User Profile Fusion, Talks, Papers,
Tags, Keywords

1. INTRODUCTION
In academic environment, a short (typically one hour long)
research colloquium is one of the common ways to disseminate
new ideas and obtain valuable community feedback. A research
university holds dozens to hundreds of colloquia every semester.
Talks feature a range of speakers from world known researchers
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

To resolve these two problems, we considered additional sources
for building user profiles and specifically explored two ideas. One
idea was just mildly innovative: user tags. As has been already
argued, user tags provide good information about user interests [4;
7; 13]. Another idea was much less explored: using information
about user interests from some other system. In our case, we
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considered research paper sharing systems such as CiteULike1 or
BibSonomy [8]. While research colloquia and academic papers
are different artifacts, they looked close enough to explore crossmodeling of user interests. Among paper sharing systems, we
picked CiteULike. Informal interviews with CoMeT users
demonstrated that a number of them had well-established
CiteULike accounts with dozens of bookmarked papers. A
collection of papers bookmarked by users can provide two more
sources for profiling – titles and abstracts of papers and user tags.

3]. The use of tags as a source of additional information in
recommender system is also growing in popularity. Specifically,
in the area of content-based recommendation, a number of papers
suggested the user of tags for building user profiles and reported
an improved recommendation quality [4; 7; 10; 13; 16]. A
multivariate Poisson model for naive Bayes text classification is
used in [4] to infer content-based and tag-based user profiles.
Tags are used in [7] to build tag-based user profiles for providing
recommendations for a music search portal and discussed a
search-based recommendation method. Folksonomy tags are used
in [10] to classify Web pages for building a Web page
recommendation system.

The study reported in this paper is an attempt to improve
CoMeT’s content-based recommendation using the three sources
of user data mentioned above: tags used by users to annotate
CoMeT’s talks, tags used to annotate CiteULike’s papers and
partial content of CiteULike papers (such as abstracts and titles).
We compare different integration models to study the impact of
information fusion on recommendations outcome. In section 2, we
will review some related works. An introduction to CoMeT
system is provided in section 3. After that, we will present
different integration models and the way user profiles are built in
section 4. We will see the experimental results in section 5 and
conclusion in section 6.

3. COMET: SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
The CoMeT is the collaborative colloquia sharing system built for
Pittsburgh-based researchers. It supports both passive and active
dissemination. Every user can post a talk by filling a simple form.
Mandatory fields include title, speaker, date, time, and location.
The talk description field is not mandatory, although almost all
posted talks included talk abstract and information about the
speaker in the description. Posted talks can be browsed by
calendar (Fig. 1), standing series, organizing departments, and
other ways. The system can also disseminate talks using iCal,
Google Calendar and RSS feeds.

2. RELATED WORK
Cold start [12] issue is a classic problem for recommender
systems. With the growth of the number of various social and
personalized systems, which maintain user profiles, the idea of
using profiles from one system to improve the quality of
personalization in another system is becoming more and more
popular [9; 14; 15]. Indeed, even though a lot of users themselves
are new in a specific system, they might have data or even user
profiles in other similar systems. Using this data is one way to
help solve the cold start problem. Moreover, an elaborate fusion
of user profiles or data from several systems can also increase the
precision of recommendation. In the area of recommender system
this multi-system approach and integrating user models built by
other personalization systems is called user model mediation. In
[9] use of the Unified User Context Model (UUCM) from
different personalization systems is proposed. Each
personalization system can extract its required data from UUCM
and update it separately. User model mediation [1] has been
studying in recent years. In [1] integration of user models is done
via a user model mediator, which imports user models collected
by a group of personalization systems. Multiple ways for
integrating user models in adaptive learning systems, collected by
multiple educational systems is provided in [14]. Cross-item
mediation is one of popular ways applied to existing
recommendation techniques, such as content-based filtering [17],
collaborative filtering [11], and hybrid approaches [3]. This
mediation technique assumes that the items are similar to the past
items, including cross-items from the other remote systems users
liked, should be recommended to them.

When users find the interesting talks they can bookmark them and
add tags and comments (Fig. 2). The users also can share talks
with their friends by email. The user cumulative activity related to
a talk (viewing, tagging, sending by e-mail) is visualized in all
lists where the talk is shown (Fig. 1). This social link annotation
feature is known as social navigation [5]. It provides a simple way
to use community wisdom for guiding users to good talks.
Recommendations in the current version of CoMeT are also
displayed in the form of link annotation. I.e., instead of showing
all recommendations as a ranked list, the system adds red tag
“Recommended” to recommended talks in all contexts where a
link to this talk is shown (Fig. 1).

4. RECOMMENDATION APPROACHES
We explored two ways to improve recommendations in CoMeT:
by using information about bookmarked papers from CiteULike
in addition to the standard use of information about bookmarked
talks from CoMeT and by using tags for better representing
information about talks (and user interest) in addition to standard
use of text-only information from talk descriptions. In addition,
we combined both approaches – i.e., used both kinds of
information (descriptions and tags) from both systems.
While fusing information from two systems is relatively
straightforward (from the recommender engine’s point of view, a
bookmarked talk and a bookmarked paper is simply a bag of
words plus a bag of tags), fusing tags and text in both item
representations and profiles is not obvious and can be done in
several ways. We start the presentation of our recommendation
approaches with introducing several representation models, which
explored various ways to fuse keywords and tags. After that we
explain the user profiling and recommendation approaches based
on these representations.

Use of different data sources in recommendation systems is not
limited to integrating user models of various personalization
systems. There has been some prior research on integrating
multiple recommendation methods, integrating collaborative
filtering and content-based methods and using ontologies in
recommendation systems, as hybrid recommendation systems [2;
1
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Figure 1. A Calendar view of CoMeT interface

Figure 2. Bookmark the Talk

shows the weight of ith keyword in document c and l is the total
number of keywords).

4.1 Document Representation Models
There are many ways to combine various sources of information
for building user profiles. We have used tags and keywords
utilized in abstracts and titles of CoMeT talks and CiteULike
papers. To construct user profiles, we used the following models:

All CiteULike papers can be represented as a k × l matrix Dc (k is
the number of CiteULike papers and l is the number of keywords
used in those papers) and each CoMeT talk is represented in an e
× m matrix Dt (with e as total number of talks and m as total
number of keywords). To integrate these two sources of data in
this model, we obtain a (k + e) × (l + m – o) matrix D where o is
the number of common keywords between two CoMeT and
CiteULike systems.

Keywords Only (KO): To represent documents in this model,
only keywords extracted from documents’ titles and abstracts are
used. Each document is considered as a bag of words and
represented as a vector in keywords vector space weighted by
TF.IDF weightening scheme (dc = (w1,c, w2,c, … , wl,c) which wi,c
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we can find K closest talks, which user has not seen yet, and
recommend them to user. To measure the distance between talks
and user profiles, we use cosine distance measure.

Keywords+n*Tags (KnT): In this model, tags are considered as
regular keywords and we treat each document as a bag of words
containing document’s abstract, title and tags. Each tag appears n
times in this bag of words. Each document is represented as a
vector in keywords and tags vector space weighted by TF.IDF
weightening scheme (dc = (w1,c, w2,c, … , wl+j-p,c) which wi,c shows
the weight of ith keyword in document c, l is the total number of
keywords, j is the total number of tags, and p is the number of
common terms between tags and keywords).

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the recommendation approaches presented above, we
run a small-scale user study. For the study we selected 8 real users
of CoMeT system who also had accounts in CiteULike. All users
were PhD students at the School of Information Sciences,
University of Pittsburgh. For each user, we ran the explored
recommendation approaches. The results were merged, randomly
ordered and presented to the user for evaluation. To evaluate each
item in the merged recommended list, a user had to answer three
questions measuring relevance to research interest, overall
interest, and novelty:

In this case, we can obtain merged documents matrix just like the
previous model.
Keywords Concatenated by Tags (KCT): In this model, we
consider tags as a separated source of information and treat them
separately. We obtain a bag of keywords and a bag of tags
distinctly for each document. Using TF.IDF weightening scheme,
a tags vector and a keywords vector is built for each document.
Next, each document is represented by concatenating keywords
and tags vectors as one vector in keywords and tags vector space
(dc = (w1,c, w2,c, … , wl,c , t1,c, t2,c, … , tj,c) which wi,c shows the
weight of ith keyword in document c, l is the total number of
keywords, ti,c shows the weight of ith tag in document c, and j is
the total number of tags).

Is this talk related to your interest? (yes/no question)

•

How interesting this talk to you? (in 5-point scale)

•

If the talk is related to your interests, how novel is this
talk to you? (in 5-step scale)

Altogether, we compared five models: KO, KnT (with n = 1, 2,
5), and KCT. Each model was used twice – once to recommend
talks using only CoMeT data and one using both, CoMeT and
CiteULike.

In this case we will have an e × (l + j) CoMeT talk’s matrix (Dt)
which e is the number of CoMeT talks, l is the total number of
keywords in CoMeT, and j is the total number of tags in it. We
will also have a k × (m + i) CiteULike paper’s matrix (Dc) which k
is the number of CiteULike talks, m is the total number of
keywords in CiteULike, and i is the total number of tags in it.
After merging these two matrixes, we will have an (e + k) × (m +
I + l + j – o – p) matrix D showing all documents in keywords
and tags vector space in which o and p are respectively the
number of common keywords and tags between two systems.

For each model we calculated three measures (to explore
relevance, interest, and novelty correspondingly) for each position
in the top-10 ranked list produced by the model. To evaluate
relevance (which was measured by yes/no answers) we used
traditional precision (Table 1). To evaluate interest (measured by
5-point scale) we used nDCG (Table 2). To evaluate novelty, we
averaged the novelty ratings of recommendations for first to tenth
recommendation in the ranked list produced by each approach
(Table 3). Non-relevant recommendations were considered as
having zero novelty. To reduce the volume of reported data, in all
tables, we only show results for the best n value for KnT model,
which was n=1.

To study the impact of various sources of information on
recommendation systems, we utilized each of the aforesaid
models once by only CoMeT system’s data, and another time
including CiteULike’s data sources.

As we can see in Table 1 and Figure 3, adding tag using fusion
approach (KnT), results in better cumulative precision for top 10
recommendations. The exceptions are the very top positions in the
recommendation list where KO model works better in both cases.
This interesting effect is caused by different behavior of these two
models. For KO model the precision is high at the top positions,
but then drops rapidly. The precision of KnT model is more stable
and overruns KO at position 5.

4.2 Recommending Talks to Users
To recommend related talks to users, we have used K-nearest
neighbor method. In this method, top K closest documents (talks)
to the user profile are recommended to each user. To do this, we
have to represent user profiles in documents’ vector space.
User profiles are built based on users’ bookmarked and rated talks
and papers. We represent each user’s bookmarked and rated talks
and papers, weighted by user ratings, in a vector in talks and
papers vector space. To obtain keyword-based user profiles, we
used the document representation models presented in section 4.1.
Keyword-based user profile (UP) is obtained by multiplying the
vector of user documents in documents vector space (U) by the
matrix of document keywords represented in keywords and tags
vector space (D):
UP = U.D’

•

Adding CoMeT data in both KnT and KO models increases the
precision drastically. This both tags (with KnT) and CoMeT can
help with the precision. Moreover, these two effects seem to be
stackable: KnT model which includes both CoMeT and
CiteULike (CUL) data has the best cumulative precision.
At the same time, adding tags using KCT model degrades
system’s precision. This might be because of high dimensionality
of our vector space model when we concatenate keywords vector
with tags vector. In this case, the distance between documents and
user profile increases and decreases the variance between
similarities of user profile to different talks. We can see that
different sources of information may result in less precise results
if we don’t integrate them in a right way.

(1)

Resulted user profile (UP) is a vector consisted of user’s related
keywords (and tags), weighted based on the importance of each
keyword (or tags). In this case, which user profiles are
represented in the same vector space as CoMeT system’s talks,
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Table 2. nDCG Results for different models and different
number of recommendations

Table 1. Precision results for different models with different
number of recommendations
Precision

Only
CoMeT
Data

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

KO

0.8
3

0.6
7

0.7
2

0.6
3

0.6

0.5
6

0.5
7

0.5

0.5
1

0.5
1

KnT

0.5

0.5

0.5
8

0.5
9

0.5
7

0.5
8

0.5
7

0.5
8

0.6

0.5
7

KO
Only
CoMeT
Data

n=1

KnT

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0.9

0.8
8

0.8
9

0.9
3

0.9
2

0.9
4

0.9
5

0.9
5

0.9
5

0.9
6

0.9

0.8
5

0.8
2

0.8
3

0.8
7

0.8
8

0.8
9

0.9

0.9
1

0.9
3

n=1

0.5

0.3
3

0.3
9

0.4
6

0.4
7

0.5
3

0.5
2

0.5

0.5

0.5
3

KCT

0.8
4

0.8
8

0.8
9

0.9

0.9

0.9
1

0.9
2

0.9
2

0.9
4

0.9
5

KO

0.8
3

0.8
3

0.6
7

0.7
5

0.7
3

0.6
9

0.6
4

0.6
3

0.5
6

0.5
7

KO

0.8
4

0.9
1

0.9

0.9
2

0.9
3

0.9
4

0.9
5

0.9
6

0.9
6

0.9
6

KnT

0.6
3

0.6
9

0.7
1

0.7
2

0.7
3

0.7
3

0.7
1

0.7

0.6
8

0.6
7

KnT

x

0.9

0.8
9

0.8
8

0.9

0.9
2

0.9
2

0.9
4

0.9
4

0.9
5

0.7
7

0.8
5

0.8
4

0.8
1

0.8
3

0.8
4

0.8
6

0.8
8

0.9
1

0.9
2

KCT

CoMeT +
CiteULike
Data

nDCG

CoMeT +
CiteULike
Data

n=1
KCT

0.3
8

0.4
4

0.4
2

0.4
7

0.4
8

0.5
2

0.5

0.4
9

0.5
3

0.5
5

n=1
KCT

Figure 3. Precision Results for different models with different
number of recommendations

Figure 4. Interest results (nDCG) for different models with
different number of recommendations

The results for “interest” in Table 2 and Figure 4 are a bit
different. Generally, we can see the positive effect of using
CiteULike data. In both, KCT and KnT models, using CiteULike
data in addition to CoMeT data boosts user cumulative interest in
returned talks, although this difference is very small for KO
model. At the same time, best results are produced by tagless KO
model both with and without CiteULike data. These results are
very close to each other and better than other models in general.

The evaluation of novelty gives rather opposite results (Table 3
and Figure 5). Here, adding tags using KnT fusion model provides
the largest positive impact. As we can see, both KnT models
(using CoMeT data or both CoMeT and CUL data) produce more
novel recommendations to users. The impact of CUL data is not
consistent. KnT model using both CoMeT and CUL data
recommends more novel talks to users. This shows that adding
different sources of information, especially tags in this case, can
improve the novelty of recommendations. This makes sense if we
notice that tags are provided by users and include a broader range
of vocabulary for describing a talk and paper. Each user uses tags
to describe a document from his/her own point of view which
might be different from the terms included in the document’s
abstract or title. On the other hand, we can see that in KO model,
adding CiteULike data decreases the average of novel talks
recommended to users. This is due to the distinctive natures of
CoMeT and CiteULike systems. Users usually use CiteULike for
adding, reviewing and rating related papers to their research field.
This needs a user to spend a noticeable amount of time on a paper
and users prefer to review related papers to their field of research.
On the other hand, CoMeT contains information about talks
happening within a specific time given on a particular date. It is
more plausible for a user to bookmark a more interesting, more
novel, even less relevant talk knowing that he/she might miss this
amount of information given in a limited time. As a result,
CoMeT user profiles include wider area of user interests with

To explain these results, we should stress that we deliberately
separated “relevance”, which was understood as a fit to user
research work and “interest”, which was understood as an overall
attraction of an item. Through the CoMeT experience, we
observed that many users seem to be interested in some talks on
general topics (like art and politics), which had little in common
with their research interests. A separation of relevance and
interest allowed cases, where a talk is rated as interesting, yet
non-relevant. The analysis of user rating data confirmed that we
were correct – there were a number of talks like that for almost all
users. We think that the decrease of system ability to recommend
interesting talks with the addition of tags can be caused by the
increased focus of relevance encapsulated in tags. It naturally
decreased system’s ability to recommend interesting, but not
relevant talks. This is a natural outcome of user tagging behavior,
which was focused mostly on their research interests. As a result,
a simpler KO model is able to better grasp user overall interests.
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Based on discussions in experimental results section, we can see
that including another reliable user profile would increase
precision of recommendations but the way to augment the
additional profile to existing user profile matters. Results may be
different for separate injection features. Specially, when we take
tags into account, we should be more concerned about the
augmentation method; otherwise in some cases it might degrade
the recommendation system’s performance.

respect to CiteULike user profiles, which usually contain more
relevant documents.
Table 3. Novelty Results for different models with different
number of recommendations
Precision

Only
CoMeT
Data

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

KO

1.7
5

1.6
9

1.6
7

1.7
2

1.7

1.6
5

1.6
6

1.5
5

1.4
9

1.4
4

KnT

1.8
8

1.7
5

1.6
7

1.8
8

1.8
8

1.8
8

2

2.0
3

1.9
9

1.9
3

2

1.5

1.5
4

1.5
6

1.5
5

1.6

1.6
3

1.5
8

1.5

1.5

KO

1.8
8

1.4
4

1.3
3

1.5

1.5

1.5
2

1.6
1

1.4
7

1.4
4

1.3
6

KnT

1.7
5

2.1
9

1.7
9

2.0
6

2.2

2.0
8

2.0
2

2.1
9

2.0
6

1.9
6

1.3
8

1.3
1

1.3
8

1.4
7

1.5
8

1.6

1.5
2

1.4
7

1.6
1

1.6
4

KCT

CoMeT +
CiteULike
Data

In addition, we can see that relevancy of recommended
documents measured by precision increases using CiteULike data
for all models, while results of interestingness of recommended
talks vary by including CiteULike data. Adding tags increases the
novelty of recommendations both using CoMeT and CiteULike
data while it increases their relatedness in larger number of
recommendations. As a conclusion, injection of keywords from
another source of data, for obtaining relevant content-based
recommendations, is more reliable than including tags while for
getting more interesting or novel recommendations, including tags
from various sources of information.

n=1

n=1
KCT

For future work, we plan to explore deeper the issue of
relatedness vs. interestingness of talks to users. Usually
recommendation systems recommend relevant items to users but
users may prefer interesting items rather than only relevant ones.
Additionally, we have to include user behavior, like sequence of
user visits, as another source of information to our
recommendation models.
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